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Universal Grammar, statistics or both?
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Recent demonstrations of statistical learning in infants
have reinvigorated the innateness versus learning
debate in language acquisition. This article addresses
these issues from both computational and developmental perspectives. First, I argue that statistical learning
using transitional probabilities cannot reliably segment
words when scaled to a realistic setting (e.g. childdirected English). To be successful, it must be constrained by knowledge of phonological structure. Then,
turning to the bona fide theory of innateness – the
Principles and Parameters framework – I argue that a full
explanation of children’s grammar development must
abandon the domain-specific learning model of triggering, in favor of probabilistic learning mechanisms that
might be domain-general but nevertheless operate in
the domain-specific space of syntactic parameters.
Two facts about language learning are indisputable. First,
only a human baby, but not her pet kitten, can learn a
language. It is clear, then, that there must be some
element in our biology that accounts for this unique
ability. Chomsky’s Universal Grammar (UG), an innate
form of knowledge specific to language, is a concrete
theory of what this ability is. This position gains support
from formal learning theory [1–3], which sharpens the
logical conclusion [4,5] that no (realistically efficient)
learning is possible without a priori restrictions on the
learning space. Second, it is also clear that no matter how
much of a head start the child gains through UG, language
is learned. Phonology, lexicon and grammar, although
governed by universal principles and constraints, do vary
from language to language, and they must be learned on
the basis of linguistic experience. In other words, it is a
truism that both endowment and learning contribute to
language acquisition, the result of which is an extremely
sophisticated body of linguistic knowledge. Consequently,
both must be taken into account, explicitly, in a theory of
language acquisition [6,7].
Contributions of endowment and learning
Controversies arise when it comes to the relative contributions from innate knowledge and experience-based
learning. Some researchers, in particular linguists,
approach language acquisition by characterizing the
scope and limits of innate principles of Universal Grammar that govern the world’s languages. Others, in
particular psychologists, tend to emphasize the role of
experience and the child’s domain-general learning ability. Such a disparity in research agenda stems from the
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division of labor between endowment and learning:
plainly, things that are built in need not be learned, and
things that can be garnered from experience need not
be built in.
The influential work of Saffran, Aslin and Newport [8]
on statistical learning (SL) suggests that children are
powerful learners. Very young infants can exploit transitional probabilities between syllables for the task of word
segmentation, with only minimal exposure to an artificial
language. Subsequent work has demonstrated SL in other
domains including artificial grammar, music and vision,
as well as SL in other species [9–12]. Therefore, language
learning is possible as an alternative or addition to the
innate endowment of linguistic knowledge [13].
This article discusses the endowment versus learning
debate, with special attention to both formal and developmental issues in child language acquisition. The first
part argues that the SL of Saffran et al. cannot reliably
segment words when scaled to a realistic setting
(e.g. child-directed English). Its application and effectiveness must be constrained by knowledge of phonological
structure. The second part turns to the bona fide theory of
UG – the Principles and Parameters (P&P) framework
[14,15]. It is argued that an adequate explanation of
children’s grammar must abandon the domain-specific
learning models such as triggering [16,17] in favor of
probabilistic learning mechanisms that may well be
domain-general.
Statistics with UG
It has been suggested [8,18] that word segmentation from
continuous speech might be achieved by using transitional
probabilities (TP) between adjacent syllables A and B,
where TP(A/B)ZP(AB)/P(A), where P(AB)Zfrequency
of B following A, and P(A)Ztotal frequency of A. Word
boundaries are postulated at ‘local minima’, where the
TP is lower than its neighbors. For example, given
sufficient exposure to English, the learner might be
able to establish that, in the four-syllable sequence
‘prettybaby’, TP(pre/tty) and TP(ba/by) are both higher
than TP(tty/ba). Therefore, a word boundary between
pretty and baby is correctly postulated. It is remarkable
that 8-month-old infants can in fact extract three-syllable
words in the continuous speech of an artificial language
from only two minutes of exposure [8]. Let us call this SL
model using local minima, SLM.
Statistics does not refute UG
To be effective, a learning algorithm – or any algorithm –
must have an appropriate representation of the relevant
(learning) data. We therefore need to be cautious about the
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interpretation of the success of SLM, as Saffran et al.
themselves stress [19]. If anything, it seems that their
results [8] strengthen, rather than weaken, the case for
innate linguistic knowledge.
A classic argument for innateness [4,5,20] comes from
the fact that syntactic operations are defined over specific
types of representations – constituents and phrases – but
not over, say, linear strings of words, or numerous other
logical possibilities. Although infants seem to keep track of
statistical information, any conclusion drawn from such
findings must presuppose that children know what kind
of statistical information to keep track of. After all, an
infinite range of statistical correlations exists: for
example, What is the probability of a syllable rhyming
with the next? What is the probability of two adjacent
vowels being both nasal? The fact that infants can use
SLM at all entails that, at minimum, they know the
relevant unit of information over which correlative
statistics is gathered; in this case, it is the syllable, rather
than segments, or front vowels, or labial consonants.
A host of questions then arises. First, how do infants
know to pay attention to syllables? It is at least plausible
that the primacy of syllables as the basic unit of speech is
innately available, as suggested by speech perception
studies in neonates [21]. Second, where do the syllables
come from? Although the experiments of Saffran et al. [8]
used uniformly consonant–vowel (CV) syllables in an
artificial language, real-world languages, including
English, make use of a far more diverse range of syllabic
types. Third, syllabification of speech is far from trivial,
involving both innate knowledge of phonological structures as well as discovering language-specific instantiations [22]. All these problems must be resolved before
SLM can take place.

Statistics requires UG
To give a precise evaluation of SLM in a realistic setting,
we constructed a series of computational models tested on
speech spoken to children (‘child-directed English’) [23,24]
(see Box 1). It must be noted that our evaluation focuses
on the SLM model, by far the most influential work in the
Box 1. Modeling word segmentation
The learning data consists of a random sample of child-directed
English sentences from the CHILDES database [25] The words were
then phonetically transcribed using the Carnegie Mellon Pronunciation Dictionary, and were then grouped into syllables. Spaces
between words are removed; however, utterance breaks are
available to the modeled learner. Altogether, there are 226 178
words, consisting of 263 660 syllables.
Implementing statistical learning using local minima (SLM) [8] is
straightforward. Pairwise transitional probabilities are gathered
from the training data, which are then used to identify local minima
and postulate word boundaries in the on-line processing of syllable
sequences. Scoring is done for each utterance and then averaged.
Viewed as an information retrieval problem, it is customary [26] to
report both precision and recall of the performance.
PrecisionZNo. of correct words/No. of all words extracted by SLM
RecallZNo. of words correctly extracted by SLM/No. of actual
words
For example, if the target is ‘in the park’, and the model conjectures
‘inthe park’, then precision is 1/2, and recall is 1/3.
www.sciencedirect.com
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SL tradition; its success or failure may or may not carry
over to other SL models.
The segmentation results using SLM are poor, even
assuming that the learner has already syllabified the
input perfectly. Precision is 41.6%, and recall is 23.3%
(using the definitions in Box 1); that is, over half of the
words extracted by the model are not actual words, and
close to 80% of actual words are not extracted. This is
unsurprising, however. In order for SLM to be usable, a
TP at an actual word boundary must be lower than its
neighbors. Obviously, this condition cannot be met if the
input is a sequence of monosyllabic words, for which a
space must be postulated for every syllable; there are no
local minima to speak of. Whereas the pseudowords
in Saffran et al. [8] are uniformly three-syllables long,
much of child-directed English consists of sequences of
monosyllabic words: on average, a monosyllabic word is
followed by another monosyllabic word 85% of time. As
long as this is the case, SLM cannot work in principle.
Yet this remarkable ability of infants to use SLM could
still be effective for word segmentation. It must be constrained – like any learning algorithm, however powerful
– as suggested by formal learning theories [1–3]. Its
performance improves dramatically if the learner is
equipped with even a small amount of prior knowledge
about phonological structures. To be specific, we assume,
uncontroversially, that each word can have only one
primary stress. (This would not work for a small and
closed set of functional words, however.) If the learner
knows this, then ‘bigbadwolf ’ breaks into three words for
free. The learner turns to SLM only when stress
information fails to establish word boundary; that is, it
limits the search for local minima in the window between
two syllables that both bear primary stress, for example,
between the two a’s in the sequence ‘languageacquisition’.
This is plausible given that 7.5-month-old infants are
sensitive to strong/weak patterns (as in fallen) of prosody
[22]. Once such a structural principle is built in, the
stress-delimited SLM can achieve precision of 73.5% and
recall of 71.2%, which compare favorably to the best
performance previously reported in the literature [26].
(That work, however, uses a computationally prohibitive
algorithm that iteratively optimizes the entire lexicon.)
Modeling results complement experimental findings
that prosodic information takes priority over statistical
information when both are available [27], and are in the
same vein as recent work [28] on when and where SL
is effective or possible. Again, though, one needs to be
cautious about the improved performance, and several
unresolved issues need to be addressed by future work
(see Box 2). It remains possible that SLM is not used
at all in actual word segmentation. Once the one-word/
one-stress principle is built in, we can consider a model
that uses no SL, hence avoiding the probably considerable
computational cost. (We don’t know how infants keep
track of TPs, but it is certainly non-trivial. English has
thousands of syllables; now take the quadratic for the
number of pair-wise TPs.) It simply stores previously
extracted words in the memory to bootstrap new words.
Young children’s familiar segmentation errors (e.g. ‘I was
have’ from be-have, ‘hiccing up’ from hicc-up, ‘two dults’,
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Box 2. Questions for future research
† Can statistical learning be used in the acquisition of languagespecific phonotactics, a prerequisite for syllabification and a prelude
to word segmentation?
† Given that prosodic constraints are crucial for the success of
statistical learning in word segmentation, future work needs to
quantify the availability of stress information in spoken corpora.
† Can further experiments, carried over realistic linguistic input,
tease apart the multiple strategies used in word segmentation [22]?
What are the psychological mechanisms (algorithms) that integrate
these strategies?
† It is possible that SLM is more informative for languages where
words are predominantly multisyllabic, unlike child-directed English.
More specifically, how does word segmentation, statistical or
otherwise, work for agglutinative (e.g. Turkish) and polysynthetic
(e.g. Mohawk) languages, where the division between words,
morphology and syntax is quite different from more clear-cut cases
like English?
† How does statistical learning cope with exceptions in the learning
data? For example, idioms and register variations in grammar are
apparently restricted (and memorized) for individual cases, and do
not interfere with the parameter setting in the core grammar.
† How do processing constraints [33] figure in the application of
parameter setting?

from a-dult) suggest that this process does take place.
Moreover, there is evidence that 8-month-old infants can
store familiar sounds in memory [29]. And finally, there
are plenty of single-word utterances – up to 10% [30] –
that give many words for free. (‘Free’ because of the stress
principle: regardless of the length of an utterance, if it
contains only one primary stress, it must be a single
word and the learner can then, and only then, file it into
the memory). The implementation of a purely symbolic
learner that recycles known words yields even better
performance: precisionZ81.5%, recallZ90.1%.
In light of the above discussion, Saffran et al. are right
to state that ‘infants in more natural settings presumably
benefit from other types of cues correlated with statistical
information’ [8]. Modeling results show that, in fact, the
infant must benefit from other cues, which are probably
structural and do not correlate with statistical information. Although there remains the possibility that some
other SL mechanisms might resolve the difficulties
revealed here – and they would be subject to similar
rigorous evaluations – it seems fair to say that the simple
UG principles, which are linguistically motivated and
developmentally attested, can help SLM by providing
specific constraints on its application. On the other hand,
related work that augmented generative phonology with
statistics to reanalyze the well-known problem of English
past tense acquisition has produced novel results [7].
We now turn to another example where SL and UG are
jointly responsible for language acquisition: the case of
parameter setting.

UG with statistics
In the P&P framework [14,15], the principles are
universal and innate, and their presence and effects can
be tested in children – ideally as young as possible –
through experimental and corpus-based means. This has
largely been successful [31,32]. By contrast, the parameter
www.sciencedirect.com
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values, specific to each language, must be learned on the
basis of linguistic experience.
Triggering versus variational learning
The dominant approach to parameter setting is ‘triggering’
([16]; and see [17] for a derivative). According to this
model, the learner is, at any given time, identified with a
specific parameter setting. Depending on how the current
grammar fares with incoming sentences, the learner can
modify some parameter value(s) and obtain a new grammar.
(See [33–35] for related models, and [36] for a review.)
There are well-known problems with the triggering
approach. Formally, convergence to the target grammar
generally cannot be guaranteed [37]. But the empirical
problems are more serious. First, triggering requires that
at all times, the child’s grammar be identified with one of
the possible grammars in the parametric space. Indeed,
Hyams’ ground-breaking work attempts to link null subjects in child English (‘Tickles me’) to ‘pro-drop’ grammars
such as Italian [38] or ‘topic-drop’ grammars such as
Chinese [39], for which missing pronoun subjects are
perfectly grammatical. However, quantitative comparisons with Italian and Chinese children, whose propensity
of pronoun use are close to Italian and Chinese adults,
reveal irreconcilable differences [40,41]. Second, if the
triggering learner jumps from one grammar to another,
then one expects sudden qualitative and quantitative
changes in children’s syntactic production. This in general
is untrue; for example, subject drop disappears only
gradually [42]. These problems with triggering models
diminish the psychological appeal of the P&P framework,
which has been spectacularly successful in cross-linguistic
studies [43].
In our opinion, the P&P framework will remain an
indispensable component in any theory of language
acquisition, but under the condition that the triggering
model, a vestige of the Gold paradigm of learning [1], be
abandoned in favor of modern learning theories where
learning is probabilistic [2,3]. One class of model we have
been pursuing builds on the notion of competition among
hypotheses (see also [44]). It is related to one of the earliest
statistical learning mechanisms ever studied [45,46],
which appears to be applicable across various cognitive
and behavioral domains. Our adaptation, dubbed the
‘variational model’ building on insights from biological
evolution [47], identifies the hypothesis space with the
grammars and parameters defined by innate UG, rather
than a limited set of behavioral responses in the classic
studies. Schematically, learning goes as follows (see [6,7]
for mathematical details.)
For an input sentence, s, the child:
(i) with probability Pi selects a grammar Gi,
(ii) analyzes s with Gi,
(iii) if successful, reward Gi by increasing Pi,
otherwise punish Gi by decreasing Pi.
Hence, in this model, grammars compete in a Darwinian fashion. It is clear that the target grammar will
necessarily eliminate all other grammars, which are, at
best, compatible with only a portion of the input. The
variational model has the characteristics of the selectionist approach to learning and growth [48,49], which has
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been invoked in other contexts of language acquisition
[50,51]. Specific to syntactic development, three desirable
consequences follow. First, the rise of the target grammar
is gradual, which offers a close fit with language development. Second, non-target grammars stick around for a
while before they are eliminated. They will be exercised,
probabilistically, and thus lead to errors in child grammar
that are ‘principled’ ones, for they reflect potential human
grammars. Finally, the speed with which a parameter
value rises to dominance is correlated with how
incompatible its competitor is with the input – a fitness
value, in terms of population genetics. By estimating
frequencies of relevant input sentences, we obtain a
quantitative assessment of longitudinal trends along
various dimensions of syntactic development.

Competing grammars
To demonstrate the reality of competing grammars, we
need to return to the classic problem of null subjects.
Regarding subject use, languages fall into four groups
defined by two parameters [52]. Pro-drop grammars like
Italian rely on unambiguous subject–verb agreement
morphology, at least as a necessary condition. Topic-drop
grammars like Chinese allow the dropping of the subject
(and object) as long as they are in the discourse topic.
English allows neither option, as indicated by the obligatory use of the expletive subject ‘there’ as in ‘There is
a toy on the floor’. Languages such as Warlpiri and
American Sign Language allow both.
An English child, by hypothesis, has to knock out the
Italian and Chinese options (see [7] for further details).
The Italian option is ruled out quickly: most English input
sentences, with impoverished subject–verb agreement
morphology, do not support pro-drop. The Chinese option,
however, takes longer to rule out; we estimate that only
about 1.2% of child-directed sentences contain an expletive subject. This means that when English children drop
subjects (and objects), they are using a Chinese-type topicdrop grammar. Two predictions follow, both of which are
strongly confirmed.
First, we find strong parallels in null-subject use
between child English and adult Chinese. To this end,
we note a revealing asymmetry of null subjects in the
topic-drop grammar. In Chinese, when a topic (TOP) is
fronted (‘topicalized’), subject drop is possible only if TOP
does not interfere with the linking between the dropped
subject and the established discourse topic. In other
words, subject drop is possible when an adjunct is
topicalized (as in 1. below), but not when an argument is
topicalized (2.). Suppose the discourse topic below is
‘John’, denoted by e as the intended missing subject, and
t indicates the trace of TOP (in italics):
1. Mingtian, [e guiji [t hui xiayu]]. (eZJohn)
Tomorrow, [e estimate [t will rain]]
‘It is tomorrow that John believes will rain.’
2. *Bill, [e renwei [t shi jiandie]] (eZJohn)
Bill, [e believe [t is spy]]
‘It is Bill that John believes is a spy.’
www.sciencedirect.com
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When we examine English children’s missing subjects
in Wh-questions (the equivalent of topicalization), we find
the identical asymmetry. For instance, during Adam’s null
subject stage [25], 95% (114/120) of Wh-questions with
missing subjects are adjunct questions (‘Where e going t?’),
whereas very few, 2.8% (6/215), of object/argument
questions drop subjects (‘*Who e hit t?’). This asymmetry
cannot be explained by performance factors but only
follow from an explicit appeal to the topic-drop grammatical process.
Another line of evidence is quantitative and makes
cross-linguistic comparisons. According to the present
view, when English children probabilistically access the
Chinese-type grammar, they will also omit objects when
facilitated by discourse. (When they access the Englishtype grammar, there is no subject/object drop.) The
relative ratio of null objects and null subjects is predicted
to be constant across English and Chinese children of the
same age group, the Chinese children showing adult-level
percentages of subject and object use (see [7] for why this
is so). This prediction is confirmed in Figure 1.
Developmental correlates of parameters
The variational model is among the first to relate input
statistics directly to the longitudinal trends of syntactic
acquisition. All things being equal, the timing of setting a
parameter correlates with the frequency of the necessary
evidence in child-directed speech. Table 1 summarizes
several cases.
These findings suggest that parameters are more than
elegant tools for syntactic descriptions; their psychological
status is strengthened by the developmental correlate in
children’s grammar, that the learner is sensitive to specific
types of input evidence relevant for the setting of specific
parameters. With variational learning, input matters, and
its cumulative effect can be directly combined with a theory
of UG to explain child language. On the basis of corpus
0.4
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Null object %
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Figure 1. Percentages of null objects and null subjects for English and Chinese
children, based on data from [41]. Because English children access the topic-drop
grammar with a probability P (which gradually reverts to 0), the frequencies of their
null subjects and null objects are predicted to be P times those of Chinese children.
It thus follows the ratio of of null objects to null subjects (the slope of the graph)
should be the same for English and Chinese in the same age group, as is the case.
Reprinted from [7] with permission from Oxford University Press.
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Table 1. Input and output in parameter setting
Parameter
Wh frontinga
verb raisingb
obligatory subject
verb secondc
scope markingd

Target language
English
French
English
German/Dutch
English

Requisite evidence
Wh-questions
verb adverb
expletive subjects
OVS sentences [7,35]
long-distance wh-questions

Input (%)
25
7
1.2
1.2
0.2

Time of acquisition
very early [53]
1;8 [54]
3;0 [40,41]
3;0–3;2 [55]
4;0C[56]

a

English moves Wh-words in questions; in languages like Chinese, Wh-words stay put.
In language like French, the finite verb moves past negation and adverbs (‘Jean voit souvent/pas Marie’; ‘Jean sees often/not Marie’), in contrast to English.
In most Germanic languages, the finite verb takes the second position in the matrix clause, following one and exactly one phrase (of any type).
d
In German, Hindi and other languages, long-distance Wh-questions leave intermediate copies of Wh-markers: ‘Wer glaubst du wer Recht hat?’; ‘Who think you who right
has?’ (Who do you think has right?). For children to know that English doesn’t use this the option, long-distance Wh-questions must be heard in the input. For many children,
the German-option persists for quite some time, producing sentences like ‘Who do you think who is the box?’ [56].
b
c

statistics, this line of thinking can be used to quantify the
argument for innateness from the poverty of the stimulus
[5,22,57]. In addition, the variational model allows the
grammar and parameter probabilities to be values other
than 0 and 1 should the input evidence be inconsistent;
in other words, two opposite values of a parameter must
coexist in a mature speaker. This straightforwardly
renders Chomsky’s UG compatible with the Labovian
studies of continuous variations at both individual and
population levels [58]. As a result, the learning model
extends to a model of language change [59], which agrees
well with the findings in historical linguistics [60] that
language change is generally (i) gradual, and (ii) exhibits a
mixture of different grammatical options. But these are
possible only if one adopts an SL model where parameter
setting is probabilistic.

Conclusion
Jerry A. Fodor, one of the strongest advocates of innateness, recently remarked: ‘.Chomsky can with perfect
coherence claim that innate, domain specific PAs
[propositional attitudes] mediate language acquisition,
while remaining entirely agnostic about the domain
specificity of language acquisition mechanisms.’ ([61],
p. 107–8). Quite so. There is evidence that statistical
learning, possibly domain-general, is operative at both
low-level (word segmentation) as well as high-level
(parameter setting) processes of language acquisition.
Yet, in both cases, it is constrained by what appears to be
innate and domain-specific principles of linguistic structures, which ensure that learning operates on specific
aspects of the input; for example, syllables and stress in
word segmentation, expletive subject sentences in parameter setting. Language acquisition can then be viewed as
a form of ‘innately guided learning’, where UG instructs
the learner ‘what cues it should attend to’ ([62], p. 85).
Both endowment and learning are important to language
acquisition – and both linguists and psychologists can take
comfort in this synthesis.
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